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The key concept for generalizing the Berlekamp}Massey algorithm is the existence
of an order function, a map from a ring to the nonnegative integers which determines
a "ltration of the ring with one-dimensional quotients. In this article I show that an
order function determines a unique valuation on the function "eld, which has
a residue "eld equal to the base "eld. The geometry of these valuations for several
monomial orderings on a polynomial ring is discussed, and an ordering is constructed
which does not correspond to any monomial ordering. The geometric description
allows us to de"ne order functions on general surfaces and higher dimensional
varieties. ( 2001 Academic Press
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tion; valution ring.INTRODUCTION
The Berlekamp}Massey algorithm was invented roughly 30 years ago to
be used for decoding BCH and Reed}Solomon codes. It is a computationally
e$cient algorithm that is well suited to implementation in VLSI circuitry.
The algorithm "rst computes an error locator polynomial and an error
evaluator polynomial. Then the locations of the errors are the zeros of the
locator polynomial and the error values may be computed using the evalu-
ator polynomial and the derivative of the locator polynomial.
Sakata [11] generalized the error location part of the Berlekamp}Massey
algorithm to polynomial rings in n variables over a "eld. Sakata’s algorithm
produces a set of error locators which are simply a GroK bner basis for the ideal*This research was partially supported by NSF Small Business Innovations Research Grant
d9403420, NSF CISE Grant d9417362, and by NSF Grant dHRD 9450448.
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294 MICHAEL E. O’SULLIVANof nonzero positions in the error vector being decoded. Since the ideal of a set
of points is not principal if nO1, there are several error locators. Sakata’s
algorithm has been used to decode codes from one-point codes. These are
codes de"ned using the ring R of functions on a smooth curve X over a "eld
k (with k algebraically closed in X ) which have poles only at a rational point
Q. That is R"X‚(mQ). Since this curve may be embedded in some projec-
tive space with the point Q being the sole point at in"nity, R can be
considered a quotient of a polynomial ring over k. Thus Sakata’s algorithm
can be used to calculate an ideal in R via the preimage of the ideal in the
polynomial ring.
In [7], I used Sakata’s methods to de"ne an algorithm for decoding
one-point codes that is described using properties of the ring R. The iter-
ations in the algorithm are determined by the nongap sequence of the point
Q2the set of m such that l (mQ)"l ((m!1)Q)#12rather than the mono-
mial ordering in the polynomial ring. In [8], I generalized the key equation to
one-point codes and amended the decoding algorithm to also compute error
evaluators.
The methods of [7] may be generalized to any "nitely generated domain
R over a "eld k which has an order function (to be de"ned in Section 1). An
order function allows the ring to be written as the union of a nested sequence
of vector spaces over k, M‚
i
N=
i/0
, with each ‚
i
/‚
i~1
one-dimensional. Both
polynomial rings and the rings R"X‚(mQ) used for one-point codes are
examples, so the algorithm generalizes Sakata’s algorithm and the one-point
code algorithm. The algorithm is described in detail in [6].
In Section 2, I show that an order function de"nes a unique valuation on
the quotient "eld of R whose residue "eld is equal to k. For a monomial
ordering of a polynomial ring, the corresponding value group is isomorphic
to Zr where r is the transcendence degree of R over k. In Section 3, I illustrate
the geometry associated to some representative orderings and corresponding
valuations. For example, given a surface X, any geometrically integral very
ample curve CLX along with a rational point P3C de"ne a valuation l of
the function "eld of X. This l determines an order function on the ring of
functions R"X‚(mC) which have poles only on C.
In Section 4, Zariski’s classi"cation of valuation rings of a surface is
summarized and related to the previous examples. One of the four types of
valuation ring is shown not to arise from an order function. Finally, in
Section 5, a strange example of an order function on k[x, y] is derived which
is not a monomial ordering and cannot be changed to a monomial ordering
by a change of parameter.
All of these examples can be used to construct codes which may be decoded
with the generalized Berlekamp}Massey}Sakata algorithm. An interesting
problem that remains is to "nd an appropriate generalization of the key
equation and the computation of error evaluators.
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tions are [2, 3, 10, 14]. Bourbaki has a thorough discussion of "ltrations over
Z, order functions, and associated graded structures. Robbiano treats "ltra-
tions over a totally ordered Abelian group and the corresponding graded
algebras. Beckmann and StuK ckrad consider GroK bner algebras*those alge-
bras where it is possible to de"ne GroK bner bases*and give algorithms to
compute them. Finally, Sweedler makes the connection between term order-
ings and valuation rings and shows how Buchberger algorithms may be
generalized to complementary valuation rings.
1. ORDER FUNCTIONS AND GROG BNER BASES
In this section we will generalize the notion of monomial orderings and
GroK bner bases to a broader class of rings than polynomial rings. We do this
by de"ning an order function on an integral domain over a "eld. Order
functions can be de"ned much more generally (see Bourbaki [3, III Sect. 2])
but the following de"nition is simple and appropriate for our purposes.
We will use N for the positive integers, N
0
for the nonnegative integers, and
N
~1
for the integers greater than or equal to !1.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let R be a "nitely generated domain over a "eld k. An
order function on R is a map
o: RPN
~1
which satis"es the following.
O1. The set ‚
a
"Mr3R such that o (r)4aN is an (a#1)-dimensional
vector space over k.
O2. If f, g, z3R, and z is nonzero then o ( f )’o(g)No(z f )’o(zg).
Clearly ‚
~1
"M0N. It is also easy to see that ‚
0
"k. Suppose, on the
contrary, that o(1)’0, and let o( f )"0. Then, by O2, o(1)’o ( f )’
o( f 2 )’o ( f 3 )’2. This would give an in"nite number of values less than
o(1) for the order function, which is impossible.
The next proposition shows that any two elements of RCMkN are compara-
ble.
PROPOSITION 1.2. ‚et R be a ,nitely generated domain over a ,eld k with an
order function o. Given any f, g3RCk, there exists an integer n such that
o( f n )’o (g).
Proof. We have 0"o (1)(o ( f ) and multiplying by powers of f we get
1(o ( f )(o ( f 2)(2(o( f n ), so o ( f n)’n. Choose n’o (g). j
296 MICHAEL E. O’SULLIVANThe next example gives conditions under which a monomial ordering of
a polynomial ring de"nes an order function.
EXAMPLE 1.3. Let R"k[x
1
, x
2
,2, xr] be a polynomial ring and suppose
that „ is a monomial ordering on R. We may consider „ to be a total
ordering on Nr
0
which is a well ordering and which respects the additive
structure of Nr
0
[4, Sect. 2.2]. Since it respects addition in Nr
0
, „ may be
extended to all of Zr. Any total ordering of Zr may be factored into a sequence
of r decisions where each decision is determined by a scalar product with
a vector a
i
3Rr [10, Sect. 2]:
v(
T
w if there exists a k such that G
v ) a
i
"w ) a
i
for i(k, and
v ) a
k
(w ) a
k
.
If there is an order function that agrees with the monomial ordering, any
two monomials must be comparable, by the previous proposition. In particu-
lar, for any i, j between 1 and r there is an n such that xn
i
’
T
x
j
. Therefore,
given vectors e
i
, e
j
which are 1 in the ith (respectively jth) coordinates and
0 elsewhere, there must be an n such that ne
i
’
T
e
j
. This means the ith
coordinate of a
1
must be positive. Since i was arbitrary, a
1
has positive
coordinates.
Conversely, suppose „ is such that a
1
has positive coordinates. We can
de"ne inductively an order function o on Nr
0
such that m(
T
m@ if and only
if o (m)(o(m@ ) for monomials m, m@. For a "xed integer M, the set
A
M
"Mv3Nr
0
: v ) a1
4MN is "nite. Let v(0)"0 and for each i3M1,2, dAMN
let v(i) be the smallest element of A
M
CMv(0),2, v(i~1)N. This enumeration is
independent of M. Now de"ne
o (xv(i)i
1
,2, xv
(i)
r
r
)"i
and extend by linearity to all of R. Thus the monomial ordering „ gives an
order function if and only if the vector a
1
has positive coe$cients.
EXAMPLE 1.4. Let R"k[x, y]. We can give a more explicit description of
the monomial orderings that give order functions. From the previous
example, we have two vectors a
1
, a
2
3R2 with nonnegative coe$cients that
determine the monomial ordering. The coe$cients of a
1
must also be strictly
positive. For j a positive real number, a
1
and ja
1
determine the same partial
ordering, so we may assume a
1
"(1, q) for q a positive real number. There are
two broad categories of orderings, depending on whether q is rational or not.
If q is irrational then v ) a1"w ) a1 is not possible for v, w3N20 , so the
ordering is completely determined by a
1
.
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2
is only involved in the decision process when
v )a1
"w )a1. Thus for j a positive real number, a2 and any multiple of a2!ja1
determine the same ordering. Thus we may take a
2
to be (1, 0) or (0, 1).
EXAMPLE 1.5. Let X be a smooth curve over a "eld k with k algebraically
closed in X. Let Q be a rational point of X and let l be the valuation of X with
center Q. Let ‚ (mQ) be the space of functions having poles only at Q and of
order at most m and let R"X‚(mQ) be the ring of functions with poles only
at Q. Let l (m)"dim‚ (mQ). We de"ne an order function on R as follows:
o (0)"!1
o( f )"l (!l( f )Q)!1.
By the de"nition of o, property O1 is satis"ed. Since l ( f z)"l( f )#l(z) it is
simple to check that o ( f z)’o (gz) when o( f )’o (g) for f, g, z3R and zO0.
In later sections, I will show how to interpret the examples for polynomial
rings using valuations, and, more generally, how to use valuations to con-
struct order functions on varieties of dimension 2 or larger.
The following two propositions give some basic properties of the order
function.
PROPOSITION 1.6. ‚et R be a ,nitely generated domain over a ,eld k.
Suppose there is a function
o :RPN
~1
.
„hen, condition O1 in the de,nition of order function is equivalent to
1. o is surjective,
2. o (a)"!1 if and only if a"0,
3. o (j f )"o ( f ) for all j3k* and all f3R,
4. o ( f#g)4max(o( f ), o (g)) for all f, g3R, and,
5. if f and g are nonzero and o( f )"o (g), then there exists a unique j3k*
such that o( f#jg)(o (g).
Proof. Let ‚
a
"M f3R : o( f )4aN. It is clear that condition O1 implies
the "rst four items above because the ‚
a
are vector spaces of strictly increas-
ing dimension and the dimension is 0 when a"!1. If f and g both have order
a, then, since ‚
a
/‚
a~1
is one-dimensional, we can "nd a unique j3k* such
that f!jg3‚
a~1
, which gives item 5 above.
For the converse, items 3 and 4 imply that ‚
a
is a vector space and 1 and
5 imply that the codimension of ‚
a~1
in ‚
a
is one. Since ‚
~1
"M0N the
dimension of ‚
a
is a#1. j
298 MICHAEL E. O’SULLIVANRemark 1.7. In [6], an order function is de"ned di!erently, as a function
o: RPN
0
XM!RN satisfying condition O2 and items 2, 3, 4, and 5 of the
proposition with the minor modi"cation in 2 that o (a)"!R8a"0. The
main di!erence is that o need not be surjective. Provided ROk, given any o,
there is a unique o satisfying the de"nition here. Just de"ne a function
g : N
0
XM!RNPN
~1
by g (!R)"!1 and g (n)"dim( f3R : o ( f )4nN
!1. Then set o ( f )"g (o ( f )). Thus o is a normalized version of o.
PROPOSITION 1.8. ‚et R be a ,nitely generated domain over a ,eld k with
order function o. ‚et f, g, z3R.
1. If f N k then o( f z)’o(z).
2. If o ( f )’o (g) then o( f#g)"o ( f ).
3. If o ( f z)"o (gz) for some z3R then o ( f z)"o (gz) for all z3R.
4. If o ( f z)"o (gz) for some z3R then o ( f z)’o (g (z)) for all z3R.
Proof. The "rst item is just condition O2 with g"1, using the fact that
‚
0
"k. For the second, let o ( f )"s. If o (g)(s, then f and f#g are equiva-
lent in ‚
s
/‚
s~1
, so o ( f#g)"s.
If o ( f )"o(g)"s, the previous proposition says that there is a j3k* such
that o ( f )’o( f#jg). Then, for an arbitrary nonzero z3R,
o( fz)’o( fz#jgz). Applying item 2, o (gz)"o ( fz!( fz#jgz))"o( fz).
Similarly, one has by O2: o ( f )(o(g) implies o ( fz)(o (gz). Thus the relation
between o ( f ) and o (g), ( ,’, or ") is the same as the relation between o ( fz)
and o(gz). This proves the "nal two items. j
Using the order function we can de"ne a GroK bner basis for an ideal. First
we need to de"ne a partial ordering and a binary operation on N
0
. By the
proposition, if f and f @ have the same order, then o ( fg)"o ( f @g) for all g3R.
Thus, if a, b3N
0
, there is a well-de"ned c3N
0
such that o ( fg)"c whenever
o( f )"a and o (g)"b. Furthermore, if o ( fg)"o ( fg@) and fO0, then
o(g)"o (g@). Thus we can make the following de"nitions.
DEFINITION 1.9. Let R be a "nitely generated domain over a "eld k with
order function o. We de"ne a binary operation = on N
0
]N
0
by
a= b"c if o ( fg)"c whenever o ( f )"a and o (g)"b.
We also de"ne a relation, (, by
a ( c if &b3N
0
such that a= b"c.
If bO0, we say apc. If a ( c, there is exactly one b such that a= b"c by the
remarks above. In this case we also de"ne cL a"b.
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properties of multiplication in the ring R.
PROPOSITION 1.10. ‚et R be a ,nitely generated domain over k with order
function o, and let p, =, L be as described above. For a, b, c3N
0
:
1. If a p c then a(c.
2. a(b if and only if a= c(b= c.
3. = is commutative and associative and 0 is an identity.
4. If b ) c then (a= b)L c"a= (bL c).
5. If c ) a= b then cL (a= b)"(cL a)L b.
6. If a = cp b= c for some c then a = cp b= c for all c.
7. If c L az b then cL b z a.
DEFINITION 1.11. Let &LN
0
. We de"ne the set of minimal elements in
& with respect to p to be
min&"Ms3& : &/ s@3& with s@p sN.
Similarly, if & is "nite, we de"ne the maximal set with respect to p,
max&"Ms3& : &/ s@3& with sp s@N.
LEMMA 1.12. ‚et &LN
0
and let p"min&. „hen for every t3& there is
some s3p such that s( t.
Proof. For t3& let s be the smallest integer (relative to () in
&(t"Ms3& : s( tN. Then s( t and I claim s3p. Suppose on the contrary
that s@ps and s@3&. Then s@(s, but on the other hand, s@3&(t so that s@5s,
a contradiction. j
PROPOSITION 1.13. ‚et R be a ,nitely generated domain over a ,eld k with
order function o. ‚et I be an ideal of R and let
&"Ms3N
0
: & f3I with o( f )"sN (1)
p"min& (2)
*"N
0
C&. (3)
‚et F : pPI be such that o(F (s))"s. „hen:
1. If a3N
0
, and s3&, then a = s3&.
2. MF(s) : s3pN is a set of generators for I.
3. Any g3R is equivalent modulo I to some g@3R such that o (g@)N&.
4. If R/I is ,nite dimensional then dim
k
R/I"d(*).
300 MICHAEL E. O’SULLIVANProof. For the "rst statement, let a3N
0
and s3& and choose z3R and
f3I with o(z)"a and o ( f )"s. Then since fz3I, a= s3&.
Now let g3R, we will show that g may be reduced modulo the ideal
generated by F (p) to some g@3R with o (g@) N&. If o (g)3&, let s3p and a3N
0
be such that s= a"o (g). Let z3R have order a. Then o (F(s)z)"o(g), so
there is some j3k* such that g
1
"g!jF(s)z satis"es o (g
1
)(o (g). Thus g is
equivalent, modulo F (p), to an element of smaller order. After a "nite number
of similar steps, we reduce to some g
r
such that o (g
r
) N&. This proves item (3).
If g3I, then g
r
is also, so it must be zero. Thus F(p) generates I. If R/I is
"nite-dimensional then any set Mg
i
: o(g
i
)"i and i3N
0
C&N is a set of repre-
sentatives for R/I, which gives item (4). j
DEFINITION 1.14. Let R be a "nitely generated domain over a "eld k with
order function o. Let I be an ideal of R, and let p and F be as in the
proposition. The set of functions F (p) is called a GroK bner basis for I.
PROPOSITION 1.15. ‚et R be a ,nitely generated ring over a ,eld k with
order function o, and let Mz
i
N=
i/0
be a basis for R over k such that o (z
i
)"i. „hen,
in the previous proposition, there is a unique mapping F such that F(s)!z
s
written as a linear combination of the z
i
has only terms with i N&.
Proof. Uniqueness is immediate because if F and F@ both satisfy the
proposition then F (s)!F@ (s)3I but o(F (s)!F@(s)) N&. Therefore
F(s)!F@(s)"0.
Let F satisfy the previous proposition; we will create F@ satisfying this one.
Let f
s
"F (s). We use "nite induction to create a sequence of functions f
i
for
i"s, s!1,2, 0, all of order s, such that the coe$cient of zj in fi!zs is zero
when j5i and j3&. Then f
0
!z
s
written as a linear combination of z
i
has
only terms with z
i
N &, so we de"ne F@(s)"f
0
. Applying this algorithm for
each s3p gives the result.
The inductive step is to let f
i
"f
i‘1
!h with h de"ned as follows. If i N &,
then h"0. If i3&, let s@3p and let c3N
0
be such that s@= c"i. Let a be the
coe$cient of z
i
in f
i‘1
, and let j3k be such that o(az
i
!jz
c
F(s@ ))(i. Then
h"jz
c
F (s@ ). j
DEFINITION 1.16. Let R be a "nitely generated domain over a "eld k with
order function o and basis Mz
i
N as in the proposition. The functions F (p) in the
proposition are called a reduced GroK bner basis for I with respect to Mz
i
N.
PROPOSITION 1.17. ‚et R, o, k, Mz
i
N be as in the previous proposition. „hen
minN generates (N
0
,=) as a monoid, and Mz
i
N
i|.*/N
generates R as a ring over k.
Proof. We prove minN generates N
0
by induction. Clearly, m"1 is in
minN. Assuming that all n(m can be written as sums of elements in minN,
we prove that m can also. If m3minN the claim is immediate. Otherwise
there are two elements s, t3N such that s= t"m. Since s, t(m, there are
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i
, t
j
3minN such that s"s
1
= s
2
=2= s
k
and t"t
1
= t
2
=2= t
l
. Then
m"s
1
=2= s
k
= t
1
=2= t
l
as was to be proved.
As a consequence, for each m3N there is a monomial in Mz
i
N
i|.*/N
whose
order is m. Now we prove by induction on o( f ) that any f3R is a sum of
monomials in Mz
i
N
i|.*/N
. This is clear for o ( f )"0. Suppose it is true for all
integers less than o ( f ). Let z be a monomial in Mz
i
N
i|.*/N
satisfying
o(z)"o ( f ) and let a3k be such that o( f!az)(o ( f ). By the induction
hypothesis, g"f!az is a sum of monomials in Mz
i
N
i|.*/N
. Therefore
f"g#az is as well. j
The next result shows that the order function may be extended along with
a base "eld extension. Therefore, in studying order functions one can move to
the algebraic closure of the base "eld.
PROPOSITION 1.18. ‚et R, o, k, Mz
i
N be as in the previous propositions. ‚et k@
be a ,eld extension of k. „hen there is a unique order function o@ on R@"R? k@
such that o@ D
R
"o.
Proof. The z
i
form a basis for R@ so the only choice is to de"ne o@(z
i
)"i. If
f"+r
i/0
a@
i
z
i
and g"+s
j/0
b@
j
z
j
with a@
i
, b@
j
3k@, then the term a@
r
b@
s
z
r
z
s
of fg is
nonzero and of order r= s, which is strictly larger than the other terms. Thus
one can verify O2. j
2. ORDER FUNCTIONS AND VALUATION RINGS
In this section we show that an order function on R determines a valuation
ring of the quotient "eld of R. For monomial orderings, to be de"ned later,
the value group is isomorphic to Zr where r is the transcendence degree of
R over k.
THEOREM 2.1. ‚et R be a ,nitely generated domain over a ,eld k with order
function o and let K be the quotient ,eld of R. „hen there exists a unique
valuation l of K/k such that for f, g3R,
o ( f )(o(g)8l( f )’l (g).
Furthermore the residue ,eld of l is k and l( f )(0 for any f3RCk.
Proof. We will show that the following set S is a valuation ring of K with
maximal ideal n:
S"Mx3K : x"f/g for some f, g3R, with o ( f )(o(g)N
n"Mx3K :x"f/g for some f, g3R, with o ( f )4o(g)N.
302 MICHAEL E. O’SULLIVANFirst, suppose that f/g"a/b with a, b, f, g3R. Then using Proposition 1.8
and the fact that fb"ga we have
o ( f )(o (g)8o( fb)(o (gb)
8o(ga)(o (gb)
8o(a)(o(b).
A similar argument shows that o ( f )"o(g)8o(a)"o (b). Thus if x3S, then
for any f, g such that x"f/g, o( f )4o (g).
Now let f/g and a/b be in S. By Proposition 1.6, o ( fb#ga)4
max(o( f b), o (ga))4o (gb), so f/g#a/b"( f b#ga)/gb is in S. We also have
o( fa)4o( f b)4o (gb), so that ( f/g) (a/b)3S. Clearly kLS, so S is a ring over
k. Furthermore, it is clear that if x NS then x~13S. Thus S is a valuation ring
of K over k. Similar arguments show that n is the maximal ideal of S.
To show that the residue "eld of S is k, suppose f/g3SCn with f, g3R.
Then o ( f )"o(g), so by Proposition 1.6 there is a j3k such that
o( f!jg)(o (g). Then ( f!jg)/g"f/g!j3n. Thus an arbitrary element
of S is equivalent modulo n to an element of k. Finally, if f3RCk then
o( f )’o (1), so l ( f )(l (1)"0. j
Remark 2.2. There is an isomorphism between the monoid structure
(N
0
, =) induced by an order function and the submonoid of the valuation
group (l (RCM0N),#). For each i3N
0
, choose a z
i
with o(z
i
)"i. De"ne
/ :N
0
Pl(RCM0N) by / (i)"l (z
i
). The theorem shows that this map is inde-
pendent of the choice of z
i
and that it is a bijection. Furthermore, / respects
addition. For i= j"k if and only if o (z
i
z
j
)"o (z
k
) if and only if l(z
i
z
j
)"
l(z
k
). But l (z
i
z
j
)"l (z
i
)#l(z
j
)"/ (i)#/ ( j). So / (i)#/ ( j )"/ (k).
We now consider the case of monomial orderings, where we can determine
the value group of the ordering.
DEFINITION 2.3. An order function on R is monomial if there exists a tran-
scendence basis x
1
,2, xr for R such that monomials in the xi have distinct
orders.
If o is monomial, there is a subring of R isomorphic to a polynomial ring in
tr degR variables such that o induces a monomial ordering of the polynomial
ring.
LEMMA 2.4. ‚et R be a ,nitely generated domain over k with order function
o. ‚et R@ be a subring of R properly containing k. „hen there is a unique order
NEW CODES FOR THE BMS ALGORITHM 303function o@ on R@ such that for f, g3R@,
o@( f )(o@(g)8o ( f )(o (g). (4)
Proof. If we restrict o to R@ we get a function which satis"es O2 and the
properties (2), (3), (4), and (5) of Proposition 1.6. As discussed in Remark 1.7
this determines a unique order function on R@. j
PROPOSITION 2.5. ‚et R be a ,nitely generated domain of transcendence
degree r over k with a monomial order function o. ‚et l be the associated
valuation and ! the associated value group. „hen !:Zr.
Proof. Let x
1
,2, xr be a transcendence basis of R over k such that o of
monomials in the x
i
are distinct. Restricting l to R@ we get a valuation with
value group !@L!. We will show that !@:Zr, and that !/!@ is a torsion
group. Since ! is totally ordered it must also be torsion free, and since it is
"nitely generated it must therefore be free. Its rank must be r because !/!@ is
a torsion group.
The monomials in x
1
, x
2
,2, xr have distinct orders and therefore distinct
valuations. Any f3R@ can be expressed as a sum of distinct monomials, and
l( f )"l (p) for p the monomial of minimal valuation. Thus the images under
l of the monomials generate !@. But l(< xai
i
)"+ a
i
l(x
i
) so !@ is generated by
Ml(x
i
)N. No linear combination of the l(x
i
) can be zero for that would imply
that two distinct monomials would have the same order. This proves !@:Zr.
Let y3R. Since y is algebraic over R@ there are f
i
3R@ such that
f
n
yn#f
n~1
yn~1#2#f
0
"0. Let c"minMl ( f
i
yi)N. At least two terms must
achieve this minimum, otherwise the valuation of f
n
yn#f
n~1
yn~1#2#f
0
would be c. If l ( f
i
yi)"l ( f
j
yj ), then (i!j)l(y)"l( f
j
)!l( f
i
). Thus l (y) is
a torsion element of !/!@. Since g is arbitrary, !/!@ is a torsion group. j
Finally, we have a corollary of practical utility in a decoder.
COROLLARY 2.6. ‚et R be a ,nitely generated domain over a ,eld k with
a monomial order function o. „hen there exists a basis for R over k, Mz
i
N
i|N0
,
with o (z
i
)"i such that whenever i = j"k, o(z
i
z
j
!z
k
)(k.
Proof. Let S be the valuation ring associated to o and let ! be the value
group of S. By the proposition, ! is isomorphic to Zr where r is the
transcendence degree of R over k. We may assume that the isomorphism is
chosen so that e
i
"(0,2, 0, 1, 0,2, 0)’0. Choose x1, x2 ,2, xr3S such
that l(x
i
)"e
i
. Now let Mz
i
N be a basis for R over k. We construct a new basis
Mz@
i
N satisfying the criteria of the proposition as follows. For a given i, let
l(z
i
)"+ a
j
e
j
. Then l (z
i
<r
j/1
x~aj
j
)"0. Since the residue "eld of S is k, there
is an a3k* such that l (z
i
< r
j/1
x~aj
j
!a )’0. Set z@
i
"a~1z
i
. Now if i= j"k
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i
z@
j
and z@
k
are equal to the same monomial in the x
i
(with negative
exponents), modulo terms with higher valuation, so o (z
i
z
j
!z
k
)(o (z
k
). j
3. EXAMPLES
In this section are several examples illustrating the geometry behind
monomial orderings and showing how the geometrical description enables us
to de"ne order functions on arbitrary surfaces.
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let P2 be the projective plane parametrized by
k[X, >, Z]. Let C be the line Z"0 and P the point [0 : 1 : 0]. Let R"k[x, y]
where x"X/Z and y">/Z. Consider the ring k[u, v] where u"x/y and
v"1/y. Then the point P corresponds to the ideal (u, v) and C to (v). One
valuation ring of k(x, y) is
k[u, v, v/u, v/u2,2, ](u) .
The valuation group is Z2 with the lexicographic ordering,
(a, b)’(0, 0) if b’0 or if b"0 and a’0. (5)
The valuation map is de"ned by l(u)"(1, 0) and l(v)"(0, 1). Since
l(x)"(1,!1) and l(y)"(0,!1), this valuation induces the total degree
lexicographic order on k[x, y]; 1(x(y(x2(xy(y2(x32.
Before generalizing this example to arbitrary surfaces we need a summary
of some basic results about surfaces. The blowing-up of a surface X at a point
P is another surface XI and a mapping n : XI PX such that n~1(P) is a smooth
rational curve*called the exceptional curve of the blowing-up*and such
that n is an isomorphism away from E [5, Sect. 3]. The points on E corres-
pond to the di!erent tangent directions at P. The strict transform of a curve
C3X is the curve CI 3XI which is the closure of n~1(C)W(XI CE). In other
words CI is n~1(C) minus the exceptional component.
Now consider an in"nite sequence of blowings-up of a surface X whose
function "eld is K. Let P
0
be a rational point on X
0
. For each i’0 let X
i
be
the blowing-up of X
i~1
at P
i~1
, let E
i~1
be the exceptional curve, and let
P
i
be a point on E
i~1
. Let S
i
be the local ring of P
i
on X
i
. Then the union of
the S
i
is a valuation ring of K and it has residue "eld k [13, Sect. 4, 5].
Conversely, given X
0
and a valuation l of its function "eld which has residue
"eld k, there is a unique sequence of blowings-up as described above. Each
P
i
is the center of l on X
i
. The center is the unique point P of X
i
such that the
elements of the maximal ideal of the local ring at P all have positive
valuation.
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closed in X. Let C be a very ample, smooth curve on X which is geometrically
integral. Let R be the ring of functions having poles only on C. There is
a "ltration of R,
R"X‚(mC),
where ‚ (mC) is the space of functions having poles only on C and of order at
most m. The quotients ‚(mC)/‚((m!1)C) are not one-dimensional, so the
valuation de"ned by C is not "ne enough to de"ne an order function on R.
Assume that C has a rational point P. De"ne inductively surfaces X
i
and
points P
i
, by X
0
"X, P
0
"P, X
i
is the blowing-up of X
i~1
at P
i~1
, and P
i
is
a point of X
i
above P
i~1
lying on the strict transform of C. Let S
i
be the local
ring of P
i
on X
i
. Then S"XS
i
is a valuation ring of K(X) with quotient "eld
k. It has a unique prime ideal of height one which corresponds to the curve C.
As in the preceding example, the valuation group is Z= Z. In fact, that
example is a special case of this one, with X"P2 and C the line at in"nity.
Then, S
i
"k[u, u/vi]
(u,u@vi)
and S"k[u, v, v/u, v/u2,2](u) . The strict trans-
forms of the curve C are de"ned by (v/u
i
) in S
i
and by (v, v/u, v/u2,2) in S.
EXAMPLE 3.3. Consider the surface P2, and R"k[x, y]. We will display
the geometry behind the monomial ordering de"ned by a
1
"(r, s), where
r(s, r and s are relatively prime, and a
2
"(0, 1) (see Example 1.4). Let p, q be
integers such that pr!qs"1 and 0(p(s. In this monomial order, xs(yr
and yq(xp so that u@"xs/yr and v@"yq/xp are in the valuation ring, S,
associated to this monomial ordering. In fact one can verify that
S"k[u@, v@, v@/u@, v@/(u@)2,2](u{) .
This is the valuation ring de"ned by the curve v@"0 and the point u@"0,
v@"0 in the ring k[u@, v@]. Let l be the corresponding valuation. Then the
valuation group is Z2 with the lexicographic ordering (5), where
l(u@ )"(1, 0) l(v@)"(0, 1).
One can easily check that x"(u@)~q(v@)~r and y"(u@ )~p(v@)~s so
l(x)"(!q,!r) l(y)"(!p,!s).
Geometrically, what is the sequence of blowings-up of k[u, v] to achieve
k[u@, v@], where u"x/y, v"1/y. Write s/(s!r) as a continued fraction,
s
s!r"[a0 ; a1, a2 ,2, ak],
306 MICHAEL E. O’SULLIVANwhere we can assume k is odd (if it is not then rewrite as
[a
0
; a
1
,2, ak!1, 1]). Recall that the ai are the quotients appearing in the
Euclidean algorithm applied to s and s!r,
r
0
"s
r
1
"s!r,
and for i50, r
i‘2
is de"ned by 04r
i‘2
(r
i‘1
and
r
i‘2
"r
i
!a
i
r
i‘1
.
De"ne inductively, for i"0 ,2, k,
u
0
"u v
0
"v
u
i‘1
" vi
uai
i
v
i‘1
"u
i
.
The ring map k[u
i
, v
i
]Pk[v
i
/(u
i
)ai, u
i
] is the result of blowing up a suc-
cession of a
i
points above the origin lying on the strict transform of the curve
v
i
"0 as in Example 3.1. The composition of the k#1 iterations is the ring
map k[u, v]Pk[us/vs~r, vp~q/up]"k[u@, v@]. This can be veri"ed inductively
by showing that for i even, u
i
"ua/vb, where a/b is the ith convergent of
s/(s!r).
EXAMPLE 3.4. Consider again the surface P2 and R"k[x, y]. We will
display the geometry behind the monomial order de"ned by a
1
"(1, q) where
q’1 and q is irrational (see Example 1.4). Write q/(q!1) as a continued
fraction
q
q!1"[a0 ; a1, a2 ,2].
As in the preceding example, de"ne inductively
u
0
"u v
0
"v
u
i‘1
" vi
uai
i
v
i‘1
"u
i
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S"k[u
0
, u
1
, u
2
,2](u0,u1,2) .
Then S is the valuation ring corresponding to a valuation taking k (u, v) to the
subgroup of the reals generated by 1, q with the usual ordering. The map is
de"ned by
l (u)"q!1 l(v)"q
and it is easy to verify that
l(x)"!1 l(y)"!q.
As in the previous example, the (i#1)th step involves blowing up a sequence
of a
i
points above the surface de"ned by k[u
i
, v
i
] lying on the strict trans-
forms of v
i
"0. The valuation ring S di!ers from the previous example
because it has only one ideal, which is not principal, the maximal ideal
generated by (u
1
, u
2
,2).
The previous two examples may be generalized to arbitrary surfaces.
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let X be a smooth surface over k with k algebraically
closed in X. Let C be a very ample, smooth, geometrically irreducible curve
on X and let P be a rational point on C. Let R be the ring of functions having
poles only on C. De"ne inductively surfaces X
i
, curves C
i
, and points P
i
as
follows,
X
0
"X C
0
"C P
0
"P
X
i‘1
" blowing-up of X
i
at a
i
points on CI
i
above P
i
C
i‘1
"exceptional curve on X
i‘1
from the a
i
th blowing-up of X
i
P
i‘1
"C
i‘1
WCI
i
,
where CI
i
denotes the strict transform of C
i
.
Allowing this process to continue inde"nitely generalizes Example 3.4.
Example 3.3 is generalized by stopping after k iterations and then de"ning for
i5k
X
i‘1
"blowing-up of X
i
at P
i
E
i‘1
"the exceptional curve on X
i‘1
P
i‘1
"CI
k
WE
i‘1
.
308 MICHAEL E. O’SULLIVANFinally, we consider the di!erence between the two graded orderings on
k[x, y, z], grlex with 1(x(y(z(x2(xy(y2(xz(yz(z2 and
grevlex with 1(x(y(z(x2(xy(xz(y2(yz(z2.
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let R"k[x, y, z] and consider the monomial ordering
determined by a
1
"(1, 1, 1), a
2
"(0, 1, 1), and a
3
"(0, 0, 1). This gives the
total degree ordering grevlex. Let S be the associated valuation ring and let
u"y/z, v"x/z, w"1/z.
From the ordering we have for n50, xzn~1(yn, and zn~1(xn so
xzn~1/yn"v/un3S and zn~1/xn"w/vn3S. One can verify that
S"k[u, v, v/u, v/u2,2, w, w/v, w/v2,2](u) .
To understand the geometry of S we de"ne a sequence of 3-folds X
i
,
surfaces H
i
, curves ‚
i
, and points P
i
. We take X
0
"P3 parametrized by
k[X, >, Z,=] (where x"X/=, y">/=, and z"Z/= ), H
0
is the plane
de"ned by="0, ‚
0
is the line de"ned by X"="0 and P
0
is de"ned by
X">"="0. Then de"ne inductively
X@
i
"blowing-up of X
i~1
at P
i~1
EP
i~1
"the exceptional divisor on X@
i
X
i
"blowing-up of X@
i
at ‚I
i~1
EL
i~1
"the exceptional divisor on X
i
H
i
"HI
i~1
‚
i
"H
i
WEL
i~1
P
i
"‚
i
WEP
i~1
.
The union of the local rings of P
i
on X
i
is S.
The choice of ‚
i
"H
i
WEL
i~1
corresponds to v/ui(u or equivalently,
xzi(yi‘1. For example, the ring of interest on X@
1
is k[u, v/u, w/u] and on X
1
is k[u, v/u, w/v]. On the latter, H
1
is de"ned by w/v, EL
0
by v/u and EP
0
by u. We
choose ‚
1
de"ned by (v/u, w/v) so that at the next blowing-up we get
v/u2"xz/y23S. If we had chosen ‚
1
"H
1
WEP
0
we would have gotten
u2/v3S, in which case y2(xz.
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This section summarizes the classi"cation of valuation rings of surfaces due
to Zariski [15]. A more modern treatment in greater generality and with
more geometric information is [13]. We will assume that k is algebraically
closed, but of arbitrary characteristic.
There are a number of di!erent invariants used in classi"cations of valu-
ation rings, but we will need only the rank, which is the dimension of the
associated valuation ring,
rk l"dimS.
This is also equal to one less than the number of isolated subgroups of
! [1, p. 72]. Let K be a function "eld of transcendence degree 2 over k and let
l be a valuation of K with residue "eld k, valuation ring S, and value group
!"l(SCM0N). Then one of the following holds:
1. rk l"2 and !:Z2 with the lexicographic ordering.
2. rk l"1 and !:Z2 with ordering determined by considering Z2 as
a subgroup of R generated by 1, q with q an irrational number.
3. rk l"1 and !:Z.
4. rk l"1 and !LQ with elements of ! having arbitrarily large
denominators.
Valuations of type 1 appear in Examples 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.5. The valu-
ations of P3 in Example 3.6 are analogous. Valuations of type 2 appear in
Examples 3.4 and 3.5. The rest of this section is devoted to showing that no
order function gives rise to a valuation of type 3. Section 5 presents an
example of a valuation of type 4 which induces a non-monomial ordering on
k[x, y].
Valuations of type 3 are given by a map to the "eld of Laurent series,
/ :KPk((t)) [15, p. 647]. For example, consider a valuation centered at (u, v)
in k[u, v], and suppose that l (u)"1. Then by a change of variable in k ((t)), we
may assume that / (u)"t [12, Theorem 12.3]. Also, / (v)"f (t) with
f (t)"a
r
tr#a
r‘1
tr‘1#2 for some nonnegative integer r. The valuation
ring S is obtained by blowing-up a sequence of points, P
1
, P
2
,2, where Pi
lies on all of the algebraic curves v!+n
i/r
a
i
ui for nA0. This situation is
analogous to Example 3.2, except that here the curve C is de"ned by an
in"nite series, v!f (u), and is not algebraic. For a general surface X, let l be
a valuation of X with residue "eld k and let A be the local ring of the center of
l on X. Then after a "nite number of blowings-up one obtains a ring A@
containing an element u with valuation 1. Any other element of A@ has
a power series representation in terms of u given by l.
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the valuation of k(u, v) de"ned by / (u)"t and
/(v)"t2!a
3
t3!a
4
t4!2, where we assume that /(v) is not algebraic
310 MICHAEL E. O’SULLIVANover k(t). This corresponds to the non-algebraic curve v!u2!a
3
u3!2.
We have l (u)"1, l(v)"2, and, letting x"u/v and y"1/v, l(y)"!2,
l(x)"!1. Since
f (y!x2)"f A
v!u2
v2 B
"a3t3#a4t4#2
f (v)2
,
l(y!x2 )"3!4"!1. Since x also has valuation !1 some linear combi-
nation of x and y!x2 has valuation 0. In fact l (y!x2!a
3
x)’0 as can
readily be seen by computing the image in k ((t)). This contradicts the
statement in Theorem 2.1 which says that only elements of k can have
nonnegative valuation. Thus this valuation does not induce an ordering on
k[x, y].
PROPOSITION 4.2. ‚et R be a ,nitely generated domain over k with order
function o and let l be the associated valuation. „hen l is not of type 3.
Proof. Suppose that l is of type 3. We may assume that k is algebraically
closed by Proposition 1.18. I claim that we can "nd two algebraically
independent elements of R whose valuations di!er by 1. Let u be an element
of the quotient "eld of R with valuation 1. Then u"x/y with x, y3R. Let
!a"l(x) and !b"l(y). Then a, b’0 and b!a"1. If x and y are
algebraically independent then we are done. If not, let z be independent of
x and choose a positive integer k such that !kba(l(z). Then xkb‘1#z and
yka‘1 satisfy the claim.
Let x, y be algebraically independent with valuations !a, !b such that
b!a"1. The set of monomials in x, y will have valuations N"M!ra!sb:
r, s3NN. Since a and b are relatively prime, N contains all but a "nite number
of negative integers. For each positive integer k we will construct a poly-
nomial p
k
(x, y) of degree kb (which is therefore nonzero) whose valuation is
not in NXMl(p
i
(x, y) : i(kN. Thus after a "nite number of steps we get an
element of R with nonnegative valuation, contradicting Theorem 2.1.
The construction of p
k
is inductive. Let p(0)
k
(x, y)"xkb!ayka with a chosen
so that l(p(0)
k
)’!kab. For each j’0, if
l (p(j~1)
k
) NNXMl(p
i
(x, y) : i(kN,
then set p
k
"p(j~1)
k
. Otherwise, let p(j)
k
"p(j~1)
k
#b f, where f is either the
monomial in x, y or the polynomial p
i
(x, y) having the same valuation as
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k
(x, y) and b is chosen so that l (p(j)
k
)’l (p(j~1)
k
(x, y)). Since
deg (p(0)
k
)"kb and the terms added have strictly lower degree,
deg p
k
(x, y)"kb. j
5. A NON-MONOMIAL ORDERING
In this section we construct a non-monomial ordering of k[x, y] arising
from a valuation of type 4.
EXAMPLE 5.1. We take k[x, y] and k[u, v] as in the previous examples
with u"x/y and v"1/y. Consider the ring isomorphism
/ : k[x, y]Pk[x@, y@] taking x to x@ and y to y@#(x@)2. The total degree
lexicographic ordering on k[x@, y@] induces an order on k[x, y] with
1(x(y!x2(x2(x (y!x2 )((y!x2 )2
(x3(x2 (y!x2)(x (y!x2 )2((y!x2)3(2.
Let S, n, l be the associated valuation ring, maximum ideal, and valuation.
One can now verify that
o(y)"o (x2)Nl(v/u2)"0
o(y(y!x2 ))(o (x3)Nl A
v!u2
u2 B’l(u) (6)
o((y!x2 )n‘1yn)(o (x3n‘2)Nl A
(v!u2 )n‘1
u3n‘2 B’0. (7)
The statements about orders are easily seen to be true by using o (y)"o(x2)
and Proposition 1.8.
The "rst two blowings-up to derive S are k[u, v]Pk[u, v/u]Pk[u, v/u2].
Since l(v/u2)"0, we must change the parameter to (v!u2 )/u2. Further-
more, by (6) we divide u by (v!u2)/u2 ; at the next blowing-up,
k[u, (v!u2)/u2]Pk[(v!u2 )/u2, u3/(v!u2 )].
Setting
u@"u3/(v!u2) and v@"(v!u2) /u2
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S"k[u@, v@, v@/u@, v@/(u@)2,2](u{) .
Geometrically, we have blown up three points, P
0
, P
1
, P
2
, on the curve
v!u2 and then followed the sequence of points determined by the third
exceptional curve, E
2
, and the point E
2
WE
1
. This can be seen to arise quite
naturally from the birational map from P2 to P2{ determined by / (or rather
by /~1), which is a quadratic transformation. The map has base points at P
0
,
P
1
, and P
2
, so they must be blown up to get a surface X with exceptional
curves E
0
, E
1
, E
2
. Then /~1 gives a morphism of X to P2{, and it takes E
2
to
the line at in"nity v@"0, (where v@"1/y@). The valuation ring determined by
v@"0 and the point u@"v@"0, on P2{ is S. Blowing-up the "rst three points
on v@"0 above u@"v@"0 also gives the surface X.
The idea in constructing a non-monomial ordering is to paste together
a sequence of the changes of parameter that occurred in the last example. To
do this we start with a valuation ring of type 4.
EXAMPLE 5.2. We take R"k[x, y] and k[u, v] as in previous examples.
De"ne inductively
u
0
"u v
0
"v
u
i‘1
"vi!u2i
u2
i
v
i‘1
"u
i
.
Each of the maps k[u
i
, v
i
]Pk[u
i‘1
, v
i‘1
] involves blowing up two points,
P1
i
, P2
i
(and a linear change of parameter). Let S
i
be the local ring of P2
i
. Then
S"XS
i
is a valuation ring. We will show it is of type 4.
Since l (v/u2)"0, we have l(v)"2l (u), and in general,
l(u
i
)"l(v
i
)2"l (u
i~1
)/2. If we let l(u)"1 then l(u
i
)"1/2i. Thus the valu-
ation group ! is 2-divisible and cannot be of the "rst three types. It is also
clear by symmetry that for any rational function of two variables g,
l (g (u
i
, v
i
))"l(g (u, v))/2i. (8)
We now show that this valuation induces an order function on R. This will
be deduced as a consequence of the following claim. Let
H
r
"M f3k(u, v) : l ( f )5rN. Then,
RWH
~r
LM f3k[x, y] : deg f42rN. (*)
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~r
is "nite-dimensional.
Then the order function can be determined as at the end of Example 1.3.
For any polynomial f (u, v), we de"ne the lowest pure u degree of f (u, v) to
be min Ma : the coe$cient of uav0 in f (u, v) is nonzeroN. We prove (*) by using
the following result, which will be proved later:
If f (u, v) has lowest pure u degree d then l( f (u, v))43d/2. (**)
Let h(x, y)3k[x, y] have degree d and write h (x, y)"+d
i/0
h
i
(x, y) with each
h
i
homogeneous of degree i and h
d
O0. Then h(x, y)"h (u/v, 1/v)"
v~d +d
i/0
h
i
(u, 1)vd~i. Since h
d
O0, the lowest pure u degree of +d
i/0
h
i
(u, 1)vd~i
is at most d and therefore has valuation at most 3d/2 by (**). Since l (v)"2,
l(h (x, y))"!dl (v)#lA
d
+
i/0
h
i
(u, 1)vd~iB
4!2d#3d/2
"!d/2.
This gives (*) because deg h(x, y)’2r implies l (h(x, y))(!r.
It remains to prove (**), which is done by induction on d, the lowest pure
u degree of f (u, v). If d"0 the result is clear, for then l( f (u, v))"0. Let
f (u, v)"+ f
i
(u)vi with f
0
(u)"aud#(higher order terms) and d’0. Rewrite
f in terms of u
0
"u and u
1
"(v!u2)/u2"v/u2!1.
f (u, v)"+
i
f
i
(u
0
)(u
1
#1)iu2i
0
.
Letting f
i
(u)"+
j
a
ij
uj,
f (u, v)"+
i
+
j
a
ij
u2i‘j
0
(u
1
#1)i
"+
r
ur
0
+
2i‘j/r
a
ij
(u
1
#1)i.
Let g
r
(u
1
)"+
2i‘j/r
a
ij
(u
1
#1)i, and let m"minMr : g
r
(u
1
)O0N. Since g
r
(u
1
)
is a polynomial in (u
1
#1), it is nonzero if any one of the a
ij
with 2i#j"r
314 MICHAEL E. O’SULLIVANis nonzero. Since we know a
0d
O0, m4d. Let
G(u
1
, u
0
)"f (u, v)/um
0
" +
r5m
ur~m
0
g
r
(u
1
).
The lowest pure u
1
degree term of G(u
1
, u
0
) is in g
m
(u
1
). Since
deg g
m
(u
1
)4m/2, the lowest pure u
1
degree of G(u
1
, u
0
) is at most m/2(d.
Therefore, we may apply the induction hypothesis to G(u, v), and get
l(G (u, v))43
2 A
m
2B .
From (8), l (G(u
1
, u
0
))"l(G (u, v))/2, so
l (G(u
1
, u
0
))43
8
m.
Thus,
l( f (u, v))"m#l (G(u
1
, u
0
))
4m#3
8
m
(3d
2
.
It is possible to give a tighter bound on the valuation of a polynomial in
x, y with degree d. A closer analysis of the proof of (**) shows that
l( f (u, v))4d#(1/2)l (G (u, v)), where the lowest pure u degree of G (u, v) is at
most d/2. Thus
maxMl ( f (u, v)) : f (u, v) has lower pure u degree dN
4d#(1/2)max Ml ( f (u, v)) : f (u, v) has lower pure u degree xd/2yN.
De"ne h : N
0
PQ inductively by h(0)"0 and h (d)"d#(1/2)h( xd/2y ).
Then
max Ml( f (u, v)) : f (u, v) has lower pure u degree dN4h (d)
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max Ml(h (x, y)) : deg h (x, y)"dN4h(d)!2d. (9)
Table I tabulates the values for h (d) and h (d)!2d. The latter is the maximal
possible valuation of a polynomial in x, y or degree d.
Table II gives the ordering on k[x, y] induced by the valuation. For basis
functions z
i
, I have chosen the polynomial of order i which has maximal
degree. It can be seen from the table that the bound on the valuation for
polynomials of degree d given in Table I is exact for d416.
Remark 5.3. It was pointed out by one of the referees for this article that
this example shows that the set p in Proposition 1.13 may be in"nite. Let
I"(x, y); then &"N. The minimal elements of N form a generating set for
the monoid N
0
. We can show that this generating set must be in"nite. Since
(N
0
,=) is isomorphic to (l(k[x, y]CM0N),#), it is enough to show that for any
n there exists an element of k[x, y] whose valuation is a/2n with a odd.
I claim that there exist elements w
n
3k[x, y] satisfying
1. degw
n
"2n
2. l (w
n
)"h(2n)!2n‘1, achieving the upper bound in (9).TABLE I
An Upper Bound for the Valuation of a
Polynomial in x, y of Degree d Is h(d)}2d
d h (d) h(d)!2d
0 0 0
1 1 !1
2 21
2
!11
2
3 31
2
!21
2
4 51
4
!23
4
5 61
4
!33
4
6 73
4
!41
4
7 83
4
!51
4
8 105
8
!53
8
9 115
8
!63
8
10 131
8
!67
8
11 141
8
!77
8
12 157
8
!81
8
13 167
8
!91
8
14 185
8
!93
8
15 195
8
!103
8
16 21 5
16
!1011
16
TABLE II
The Ordering on k[x, y] Determined by the Valuation in Example 5.2
Other polynomials of same
Basis function z
i
o(z
i
)"i deg(z
i
) l (z
i
) order
1 0 0 0
x 1 1 !1
z
2
"y!x2 2 2 !11
2
x2 3 2 !2 y
xz
2
4 3 !21
2
z
5
"z2
2
!x3 5 4 !23
4
z2
2
6 4 !3 x3, xy
x2z
2
7 4 !31
2
yz
2
xz
5
8 5 !33
4
xz2
2
9 5 !4 x4, x2y, y2
z
2
z
5
10 6 !41
4
z3
2
11 6 !41
2
x3z2, xyz
2
x2z
5
12 6 !43
4
yz
5
x2z2
2
13 6 !5 yz2
2
, x5, x3y, xy2
xz
2
z
5
14 7 !51
4
z
15
"z2
5
!xz3
2
15 8 !53
8
z2
5
16 8 !51
2
xz3
2
, x4z
2
, x2yz
2
, y2z
2
z2
2
z
5
17 8 !53
4
x3z
5
, xyz
5
z4
2
18 8 !6 x3z2
2
, xyz2
2
, x6, x4y, x2y2, y3
x2z
2
z
5
19 8 !61
4
yz
2
z
5
xz
15
20 9 !63
8
xz2
5
21 9 !61
2
x2z3
4
, yz3
2
, x5z
2
, x3yz
2
, xy2z
2
xz2
2
z
5
22 9 !63
4
x4z
5
, x2yz
5
, y2z
5
z
2
z
15
23 10 !67
82 2 2 2 2
xz
2
z
5
z
15
50 15 !105
8
z
51
"z2
15
!xz
2
z3
5
51 16 !1011
16
z2
15
52 16 !103
4
xz
2
z3
5
316 MICHAEL E. O’SULLIVANFrom Table II, it can be seen that w
0
"x, w
1
"z
2
, w
2
"z
5
, w
3
"z
15
, and
w
4
"z
51
satisfy the claim. The proof is fairly long and therefore omitted. One
proceeds by induction with the aid of two lemmas:
1. h (2n)"(+n
i/0
22i)/2n, and
2. If deg h(x, y)(2n, then 2n~1l(h (x, y))3Z.
The "rst item shows that l (w
n
) is an odd multiple of 2~n, as was to be proved.
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